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CREATE VALUE
models
analysis

predictions
genomic plots

Challenges Ahead 
Data Science Teams

SHARE VALUE
reproducibility

stability
scalability

interactivity
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Follow the Rules
Version Control

START STRONG
Use version control from the very 
start. This allows you to start 
collaborating at any time and helps 
track changes from the beginning.

INFORMATIVE COMMITS
Clearly describe each commit. Then 
you can easily find a change in the 
project’s history and diagnose 
issues. 

USE BRANCHES
Branches let you collaborate easily 
and independently. They prevent 
you from getting stuck on a difficult 
or problematic feature.

MANAGE TASK BOARD
Organize and share your work in a 
clear way. Prevent redundant 
coding with a clear project map.

Version Control



Continuous Integration
Github Actions

TRIGGER ON EVENT
Automatically run e.g. unit 
tests before each merge and 
check the build on different 
operating systems

READY TO USE TOOLS
Find what you want in the 
marketplace or build your own

Version Control
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GitHub Actions documentation:
https://help.github.com/en/actions

Actions Marketplace
https://github.com/marketplace?type=actions

GitHub Actions with R
https://ropenscilabs.github.io/actions_sandbox/

Examples of Actions for R
https://github.com/r-lib/actions

R package with Actions templates
https://github.com/maxheld83/ghactions

https://help.github.com/en/actions
https://github.com/marketplace?type=actions
https://ropenscilabs.github.io/actions_sandbox/
https://github.com/r-lib/actions
https://github.com/maxheld83/ghactions


Version Control

Github Template
ProTip
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AFFECTING OTHER PROJECTS
In a global environment, shared 
packages can crash unrelated projects 
that depend on those packages.

Lack of 
Development Environment

antipattern

CODE ERRORS
The same code can behave 
differently on different 
machines, resulting in errors.

HARD DEPLOYMENTS
Establishing infrastructure is 
challenging because it is not 
known which packages in which 
versions are used in the code.

PAINFUL COLLABORATION
Other team members will waste 
time setting up a new environment 
rather than jumping into code work.

Environm
ent



SEPARATE ENVIRONMENTS
renv creates an independent 
environment for each project so 
projects do not affect each other!

Environm
ent

SHARE DOCKER IMAGES
Building new images is super 
fast because a snapshot is 
enough. All package 
information is in renv.lock

SHAREABLE STATES
The current state of the 
environment is saved in a single file 
that can be shared with the team.

SIMPLE SETUP
In contrast to Packrat, using 
renv is simple and intuitive.

renv to the rescue! 

https://rstudio.github.io/renv/articles/docker.html


1) renv::init() 
Initializes new local environment, adds renv.lock file

2) renv::install(“package”)
Install new package or take packages from cache

3) renv::snapshot()
Saves the current state of your local library to renv.lock

4) renv::restore() 
Installs all packages based on renv.lock

Environm
ent

https://rstudio.github.io/renv/articles/renv.html 

Development Environment
renv

https://rstudio.github.io/renv/articles/renv.html
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Keep the Data Process Clean
drake

LAZY UPDATE
drake re-runs only the parts of 
the workflow that were 
affected by new changes. 
Useful when heavy calculations 
are involved!

ORGANIZE YOUR PROJECT
Define the connections between all 
files, functions, and results in a 
single plan.

CLEAR VISUAL STRUCTURE
Visualise the flow which makes it 
easy for explanation and 
documentation.

Data W
orkflow

https://github.com/ropensci/drake

https://github.com/ropensci/drake
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orkflow

drake package



Data W
orkflow

data.validator
New Package from Appsilon

SIMPLE
Easy to create validation 
rules based on assertr 
package.

SHAREABLE
Produces visual interactive 
HTML report, opened in the 
browser and easily shareable.

AUTOMATED
The report can be triggered 
manually or added to the 
automated data update process.

https://github.com/Appsilon/data.validator

https://github.com/Appsilon/data.validator


Loading Data Into Shiny
plumber

BUILD REST API
Wrap data extraction logic into a 
simple API with plumber by adding 
special comments.

LOAD ONLY WHAT IS NEEDED
The entire dataset is rarely needed in the 
application. Usually the first user action 
within the app is to filter/select a subset 
of data. First, select – then load.

USE EFFICIENT DATA LIBRARIES
Manipulate data with package like 
fst, data.table, arrow. These packages 
will often improve app performance. 

Data W
orkflow

https://www.rplumber.io/

DEPLOY EASILY
Use RStudio Connect or Docker 
to host your API.

https://www.rplumber.io/


Takeaways
ALWAYS USE VERSION CONTROL 
AND USE IT PROPERLY 

ORGANISE AND VALIDATE THE DATA, 
USE PLUMBER WHEN NEEDED

SET PROJECT WORKING ENVIRONMENT 
WITH RENV AND/OR DOCKER
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